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PART I: The Basics
The metabolic pathways of digesting food
What is a ketogenic diet? And what is so revolutionary about my protocol and my version of a KD? To fully
answer these questions and understand the differences between the classical KD and my protocol, we have
to start from scratch and talk about some basics first.
The food we eat provides the fuel used by our bodies for reproduction, survival and regeneration. Just as a
hybrid car that can run on two different types of fuel – electricity and gasoline – our body is designed to even
use three main fuels and their derivatives: carbohydrates, fats and proteins. (1) Carbohydrates or starch are
broken down into glucose and derive mostly from plants. (2) Fats, in general terms, can be differentiated
into two types: saturated and unsaturated fats. Saturated fats like butter or lard come from an animal source, and the likes of coconut or palm oil, which contain a lot of important medium-chain triglycerides (MCTs),
originate from plants. The second type, unsaturated fats, like corn, linseed or olive oil, mostly come from
plants. Finally, there is (3) protein. The main protein source for human consumption should be meat, fish,
poultry or eggs. They have a higher protein nutritional value, compared to other dietary proteins like whey
or plant proteins like soy or corn.
Carbohydrates, fats, and proteins all undergo the same type of chemical reaction with oxygen. Thus, our
body breaks down the food into small substrates (catabolism) in order to either use them to build up new
cells or for energy (anabolism). To serve as fuel for the body, carbohydrates are broken down into glucose,
fats are catabolized into fatty acids (like PUFA, MCT and MUFA), and proteins into amino acids. The main
difference is that carbohydrates and fats only produce water and carbon dioxide as waste products, while
amino acids in addition produce toxic waste (nitrogen catabolites) and energy – the latter being either glucose or ketones, depending whether it comes from a glucogenic or a ketogenic amino acid source.
But protein catabolism is only a minor pathway to produce ketones. The main source for ketone bodies is fat
metabolism. So in the most general terms, we call any diet that induces our metabolism to burn fat rather
than sugar as the main fuel a ketogenic diet. With an increase in fat burning there is an overproduction of
Acetyl-CoA, one of the most important intermediary substrates coming from the breakdown of fatty acids
(and glucose) through oxygen. Acetyl-CoA enters the citric acid cycle (TCA), thus providing ATP as the body’s
general energy “currency”. If the oxidation occurs with fatty acids, it’s called ß-oxidation. If it occurs with glucose, it’s called pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH).
Now, most of the textbooks tell us that ketones are only produced during prolonged fasting and that ketogenesis only takes place in the liver – but that’s not true! Today we know, ketones are also produced by
simply restricting carbohydrates or by going for intensive exercise or both. Plus – and this is important
because in general not known, not even in the textbooks: a major part of ketone bodies is produced in
other organs, not only in the liver – most of them in our gut, but also in the kidneys. In fact, our gut’s microbiota is not only constitutive for what Dr. Marco Ruggiero calls in his recent findings our “Third Brain”. The
microbes also produce the biggest amount of the most important fuel we need for the healthy, so called
“First Brain”: namely ketone bodies.
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A short history about the Ketogenic Diet
The ketogenic diet was first developed in the 1920s by Dr. Wilder, installing an isocaloric intake of fat instead of sugar, thus mimic a state of starvation or fasting. This forces the body to metabolize mainly fat
instead of glucose without the risk of depletion known from prolonged fasting. Unfortunately here starts
one of the first mistakes made in classical KD: namely to think in calories as a mere quantitative number
rather than in the quality of a food.
In the 1920s and 30s, the KD was very popular among doctors for the treatment of epileptic seizures
and also for diabetes. Although the principles of this diet were known for centuries, (Hippocrates in the
5th Century B.C, Galen in the 2nd Century A.C., Rollo in the 1790 and Banting in the 1860s), the mechanism
of action behind this dietary concept in ancient times was still in the dark, but assumed to be sugar related.
It were the doctors and scientists Wilder, Woodyatt and Pennington that took into consideration the
bio-molecular mechanism of action with the strict reduction of sugar: decrease of insulin, increase of
glucagon and thus, the production of ketone bodies. It is the switch to burn fat, thus producing ketones to
be used by most of the tissues as the primary fuel, including the brain, which in mainstream medicine was
and still is thought to only use glucose. Unfortunately, the ketogenic diet was, and still is, considered to be
difficult to implement as well as unpalatable and unhealthy due to its high content in fat. – So it was largely
abandoned in favor of the new anti-epileptic drugs developed by the emerging large-scale pharmaceutical
industry.
Even so, in the 1960’s there were a few brave and forward looking doctors like Robert Cameron, Blake F.
Donaldson and John Yudkin from London who kept on going for an adjunct nutritional approach in the
treatment of chronic disease. In 1960, Donaldson wrote a seminal book entitled, “Strong Medicine” where he tells about the positive experiences in various chronic conditions he made during his clinical years
(1919-1949), and where he recommended “three pounds of meat a day” to his patients. Unfortunately, the
patients were allowing an excess amount of carbohydrates to erroneously avoid the switch to ketone production and thus to ketosis – which in mainstream medicine was (and still is) confused with ketoacidosis,
which is a life threatening state of hyperketonemia together with hyperglycemia in Type 1 Diabetes.
In his first edition of the “Diet Revolution”, Robert C. Atkins mentions Cameron, Donaldson and Yudkin,
criticizing this exact point: allowing too many carbs to avoid reaching ketosis. A smart marketing man he
was, Atkins did not name his forerunners Alfred Pennington, Viljamur Stefansson and the famous “Stillman
Diet” which was published five years prior. It is also important to mention and not forget the British physician Richard Mackarness and his book, “Eat Fat and Grow Slim” which was published in 1958. Stefansson, in
the 1930’s also did a one year scientific trial on a ketogenic diet with the famous nutritionists Richard Lusk
and René Dubos, which utilized the Inuit high meat, high fat diet. He also wrote a seminal book entitled,
“Cancer: Disease of Civilization?” Together, they did exactly what Atkins was calling for in 1970 with big publicity, way back in the 1930´s: testing the level of ketosis and correcting the metabolic imbalance of excess
sugar in the blood being turned into fat.
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The renaissance of the Ketogenic Diet
In spite of his little lack of memory to forget some of his crucial precursors Atkins did a great job and became rightly rich. And without question, this unfortunate state of medicine together with the food industry
was only to lapidate Atkins, partly for business reasons and partly for a high level of envy for his economic
success. So it wasn’t until 1997 the scientific and medical community really became aware about the health
benefits of a KD in a broader sense. The awakening occurred with the stirring film, “First Do No Harm” starring
the Oscar winning actress, Meryl Streep. The film tells the true story about a boy whose severe epilepsy did
not respond to medication where instead, he suffered the terrible side effects of the remedies. His seizures
could be controlled by the KD within a short period of time. Since then, the nutritional concept of treating
seizures has had both a renaissance and scientific effect on research: since the movies´ release, it has clearly
exploded within the field. Today, in mainstream medicine, the KD still is considered to be a non-pharmacological therapy to treat epilepsy for drug resistant children. It can be also considered the treatment of
choice for two other distinct disorders of the brain metabolism, i.e. the GLUT-1 deficiency syndrome and
Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Deficiency (PDHD). But, it is still considered as a therapy and as an unpalatable and
unhealthy diet (with some critical side effects) in spite of their extraordinary health benefits in not only for
neurological diseases. So, why does the scientific community balk at these remarkable benefits and results?
Thanks to the countless studies coming up in the years after Meryl Streeps movie, in addition to be used in
epilepsy, the KD emerged as well to be an adjuvant therapy for many chronic diseases. In the 2013 paper,
“Beyond weight loss: a review of the therapeutic uses of very-low-carbohydrate (ketogenic) diets”, Paoli,
A., et al. state the KD diet is useful with evidence in epilepsy, cardiovascular risks, diabetes and weight management and, with emerging evidence in acne, other neurological diseases, poly cystic ovarian syndrome
and even cancer. In one of his articles, published in 2010, “The ketogenic diet as a treatment paradigm for
diverse neurological disorders”, Carl E. Stafstrom, professor of neurology and pediatrics even emphasized:
“At a fundamental level, any disease in which the pathogenesis is influenced by abnormalities in cellular energy
utilization – and this implies almost every known condition – would theoretically be amenable to the KD.”
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Is the Ketogenic Diet a therapy or our “primal blueprint” in nutriton?
In spite of the success, the KD showed in neurological conditions like epilepsy, this is also where the very
problem starts. Although Wilder was far ahead of his time considering the research of ketones, and it was
not until the late 1940s that science started to reveal a little more of the secrets of ketone bodies, he still
was a child within the “Zeitgeist”. Therefore, the KD in epilepsy is still considered a “therapy” and in spite of
some false basic assumptions, it has not been updated or improved much since Wilder. Instead of finding
solutions to crucial problems like delayed growth and impaired bone health in children which is due to the
harsh protein reduction necessary, little progress has been made. Even with the emerging positive results
in seizure treatment with MCT-oil, Ketone Ester or the Modified Atkins Diet and the Low Glycemic Index
Diet (LGID), nutritionists and doctors still extrapolate the old errors Wilder made as a scientist, following the
calorimetric errors made by Atwater with protein.
The assumption to limit protein in order to avoid excessiv sugar via gluconeogenesis in epileptic children per se was right. Proteins while being catabolized break down into amino acids. The carbon skeleton
of the AA is burned to mostly sugar, while the toxic nitrogen waste (ammonia) has to be excreted from
liver and kidneys via the urea cycle. But it is wrong to assume the caloric measurement of proteins from a
non-specific source. While using the calorie tables of Atwater (as authorities do today to evaluate protein
calories) – stating that calories are calories, no matter what their quality, and counting 4kcal per gram for
carbs and proteins and 9 kcal per gram for fat – Wilder not only laid the cornerstone for the KD. He was also
responsible for a false calculation of the macronutrients’ energy percentage and – as a consequence – for
an erroneous conception of the KD as a therapeutic intervention only, instead of the KD being our primal
blueprint in nutrition.
In order to make progress, good science has to challenge basic assumptions, if there are inconsistencies in
the results, regardless of the admiration we have for the brilliant work of our forerunners. So let me formulate the mission critical points of my different approach and post some improvements:
The ketogenic diet is NOT a therapy. It’s our primal blueprint and therefore natural human diet. It formed
our nutritional foundation during the longest period in human history – namely the ice ages – until we
made the invention of agriculture and the introduction of grain as staple food. Thus, the KD is not an unpalatable, unhealthy high fat diet to administer to sick people like the one with epilepsy only. The side
effects mentioned in the literature are mainly caused by either the wrong conception of protein or transitory like the ketoadaption, which can occur, when the body is not any longer able to catabolize ketones due
to the lack of enzymes, caused by sugar-malnutrition and imbalanced metabolism. But as soon as we are
ketoadapted again, the body is able to easily switch from one source of energy supply to the other.
In addition, if it is used as a therapeutic intervention with ketone levels from 3mmol/L and higher, as
suggested by Prof. Seyfried for an adjuvant dietary approach in cancer treatment, we may name it “therapeutic“. Although this levels are easily reached in athletes in post-exercise-ketosis following a ketogenic
diet. But if we aim for nutritional ketosis, meaning the body’s natural metabolic reaction to a low carbohydrate diet which forces it to metabolize fat instead of sugar as the main source for fuel, it´s just our normal
diet. In other words: there is nothing wrong with bacon and eggs, meat and fish, butter and asparagus or
other veggies low on starches, or even fruit with a low glycemic load … it´s healthy and tasty food, it´s our
primal blueprint, like Mark Sission names it correctly.
This fraud, the sugar industry led on us, has to be stopped! FAT is a healthy food, it only turns into an unhealthy food in the presence of too many sugars, which have to be burned first due to its dangerous properties in the blood stream if there are too many.
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Let´s dismantle some confusions about calories
Wilder´s aim was to mimic the metabolic effects of fasting or starvation without starvation in an isocaloric
diet and replaced carbs with fat as primary fuel, thus compensating for the obvious disadvantages of a prolonged fast. But as I mentioned already above, he did his calculations not taking into account that the quality of a food is following different metabolic reactions, like the low glycemic index for carbs shows. Even
worse: the basic assumptions about protein and their caloric output are false. While the calories from
carbs and fats are constant with 4 and 9kcal, the calories of proteins are not. Their energy outcome depends
on the source of the protein. The Net Amino Acid Value (NAV) or the protein nutritional value (percentage
of the amino acids following the anabolic pathway to serve as precursors to build new cells compared to
amino acids following the catabolic pathway and to be burned) determines the amount of toxic nitrogen
waste and energy and thus the percentage of calories coming from the different sources of protein. With
this new knowledge, we have to put in question whether Wilder’s KD, high in fat and rather low, sometimes
very low in protein, really is a diet “without starvation” as he asserted. The same for the moderate protein
statements in high performing athletes, where a high protein intake is required to serve for their excessive
needs and to avoid wasting. It’s not fasting, of course. But these regimes lead to protein deficiency, especially in a growing child with higher needs of protein than adults. So, let´s face the whole picture: although
the KD according to Wilder drastically reduces the amount of seizures thanks to ketosis and reduced blood
sugar levels, the long-term side effects (due to the wrong notion of proteins and – sometimes – a lack of
micronutrients) remain and undeniably lead to the known problems:
•
•
•

delayed growth
impaired bone health
immune deficiency

Although currently, the KD is used with great success in many other neurological and chronic disease as
well as in cancer as an adjuvant therapy, these problems are still unsolved in the scientific community.
However, new hints show up largely due to the old errors and misunderstandings about the crucial role of
proteins. What about allergies and the role of proteins as highly allergen substances? What about inflammatory bowel diseases with leaky gut and the role of proteins? Problems which cannot be solved with just
reducing this crucial macronutrient or substitute it with junk food like whey or soy protein.
To give a simple example: in 100 g of the usual formula drinks for the KD, you will normally find a whey
protein, which is a very poor source for human protein nutrition. It has a net amino acid value (NAV) or a
protein nutritional value of 16%. So only 16% of its constituent amino acids will be used as precursors for
the body protein synthesis aka to build new cells. At the same time, it releases up to 84% nitrogen waste
and energy. If a drink claims to provide 14,5 g of whey protein per 100 g, this means that only 2,33 g of the
digested protein will contribute to protein synthesis (following the anabolic pathway). On the other hand,
12,18 g of the whey protein digested will be catabolized and releases energy and nitrogen waste.
This amount of protein will never nourish a growing child, so delayed growth, acidosis and impaired bone
health can be the long-term consequences. Acidosis is not only caused by ketones but also due to the loss
of bicarbonate the liver needs to eliminate the high amount of ammonia in the urea cycle. There is a stoichiometric amount of loss of our most important blood buffer while turning ammonia into urea. So, even
if you double the amount of protein to 29 g of whey or soy with 200 g of formula drink, only 4,46 g of the
amino acids follow the anabolic pathway – while you double the release of nitrogen waste and glucose coming from protein catabolism. This triggers the depletion of bicarbonate when detoxifying ammonia in the
urea cycle – which in turn can lead to an acidotic situation in the child. It’s a vicious circle – stemming from
the confusion about the source of protein and wrong calorie measurements dating back to the 1890s and
Atwater. And the whey and soy protein industry is definitely not interested to enlighten the public about
this issue, like the sugar industry wasn´t interested to tell us the truth about carbohydrates and sugars.
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PART II: The Reinwald Protocol: the major differences!
Now, as we made our first piece of homework, let´s step a little bit further and have a closer look at the
major differences I want to emphasize in my protocol compared to other diets as well as to the errors in the
classical KD.
(1) The first important difference from where my revolutionary approach starts is the use of our special
amino acid formula named MyAMINO® which almost completely avoids the release of energy (e.g. mainly
glucose via gluconeogenesis) and toxic nitrogen waste (ammonia). Thus, we are able to avoid all the above-mentioned problems in special conditions of children in growth as well as in bowel diseases, allergies
and more, which are normally connected to diet problems. And, it not only helps to avoid overloading
liver and kidneys or the intestinal tract, but also serves as an optimal source of amino acids for the human
nutritional profile and therefore is supporting ketosis in any ketogenic diet due to its special properties.
MyAMINO® delivers ≥99% of net amino acid or protein nutritional value. Thus, 99% of the amino acids follow the anabolic pathway and serve as precursors for the protein body synthesis, whilst only ≤1% follow
the catabolic pathway being released as energy (mostly glucose) and toxic nitrogen waste. Meat, fish and
poultry have roughly double the amount of protein nutritional value compared to whey or soy, still only
about one third compared to our amino acid formula.
(2) The second important contribution to the usual diets is the fact that our protocol is not only implemented as a mere weight-loss program for those who are overweight. It‘s a holistic program and can also
be implemented for those having a normal or underweight or those suffering under chronic conditions in
need to detox, purge or cleanse their bodies, or even want to use it as adjuvant nutritional therapy under
the supervision of a doctor. And it serves as well to build up lean body tissue (muscles, immune system,
hormones, enzymes etc.) to prevent wasting or cachexia in a healthy manner by means of optimizing protein requirements thanks to our special amino acid formula.
(3) The third important difference of my protocol is that it also considers the increasing environmental
pollution and intolerances to many additives and toxins we consume daily via air or food and drinks or
the clothes we wear. Unfortunately, most weight loss diets only look at being overweight and forget that
fat cells don’t just contain fatty acids and water. Together with their relatively high proportion of water, toxins and other undesired substances can also be stored in such cells. This is not only the case in the obese,
but also slim looking people sometimes do have a bad body composition with a rather big amount of fat
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cells. One of my colleagues likes to call these women, “skinny fat girls”. Also, persons with chronic conditions
and reduced radius of motion develop an unfavorable body composition with high fat content as well as
larger amounts of toxins. These include, for example, organic metal compounds or problematic substances
originating from our building materials and our lifestyle, such as solvents or plastic components.
Hazardous softeners in plastic toys and food packaging have recently been detected even in the urine of
infants. The food additives increasingly being added to products are also alarming – there are already more
than 500 E-numbers. In addition to fatty tissue, female mammary glands and hormone (ductless) glands –
the thyroid gland, pituitary gland, ovaries, prostate and testicles – are also being used as a storage site for
these noxa. The body also uses its biggest “organ” – the connective tissue – to store toxins.
When body fat is broken down during a weight loss program, and the metabolism is activated, these toxins
can increasingly be released from the tissues, placing a greater demand on the detoxifying organs (liver,
kidneys) on one hand, and increasing our nutrient requirement in order to bind and eliminate them on the
other.
In people experiencing such contamination and/or obesity, our “intelligent organism” even tries to “sabotage” the breakdown of fat cells in order to avoid overloading itself with the toxins that can be released. This
is one reason why such people often find it difficult to lose fat when they don’t support their body with
suitable measures. Especially in a ketogenic diet, where fat burning is higher than in most weight loss diets,
the toxic load can be bigger as well. Taking care about these metabolic changes is part of our program.
(4) The fourth important difference is the strong attention we pay to our intestinal tract – no matter if
weight loss or not. The special care we give to the intestine is essentially founded due to its important
immunological and detoxifying function, and last but not least it´s important role in the protection of the
gut´s mucus wall as well as its crucial participation in the production of ketones. To alter the gut flora in a
favorable way helps to rebalance our immune system and regain overall strength.
(5) Finally, the fifth important difference is that dr. reinwald metabolic regulation® takes into account individual metabolic situations, as occurring in people of chronic conditions or many people who have gone
on improper weight loss diets several times and whose metabolism is at a very low homeostatic level. Many
calorie-counting or low-protein diets, or those that do not involve enough exercise, result in dieters finding
it very difficult to regain normal metabolic activity once they stop the weight loss program – and frequently
suffering from a low basal metabolic rate and the yo-yo effect.

Some more things you should know!
The increase in chronic disease over the last few decades is considered to be closely linked to long-term
nutritional misapprehensions that lead to malnutrition and undernutrition even in so- called industrially
developed nations with a huge surplus of food in the supermarkets. A British research, done by Professor
Pritchard of Bournemouth University in 2013, revealed that the sharp rise of dementia and neurological
deaths in people under 74 within in the last three decades can’t be put down to the fact of a longer lifespan.
He showed that between 1979-2010, the increase in deaths due to brain disease in the USA increased up
to 66% in men and up to a monstrous 92% in women. This is an “epidemic” development paralleling the
epidemic rise in obesity, diabetes and cancer and thus clearly suggests the influence of environmental and
societal changes – meaning a change in our lifestyle. But nothing in our lifestyle – besides the technical
development and the stress coming from it – has changed more than our eating habits and the bad food
we consume. Too much sugar, soda drinks, carbs and denatured unhealthy food with too few vital nutrients
such as minerals, trace elements, essential fatty acids and vitamins and too little quality protein characterize our everyday meals.
In 2013, “The Guardian” headlined: Sugar, not fat, exposed as deadly villain in obesity epidemic. It‘s addictive and toxic, like a drug, and we need to wean ourselves off it … “Sugar given to children by adults,
lacing our breakfast cereals and a major part of our fizzy drinks – is the real villain in the obesity epidemic, and
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not fat as people used to think, according to a leading US doctor who is taking on governments and the food industry. Dr Robert Lustig, who was ... in London and Oxford for a series of talks about his research, likens sugar to
controlled drugs. Cocaine and heroin are deadly because they are addictive and toxic – and so is sugar, he says.
“We need to wean ourselves off. We need to de-sweeten our lives. We need to make sugar a treat, not a diet staple,“ he said. “The food industry has made it into a diet staple because they know when they do you buy more. This
is their hook. If some unscrupulous cereal manufacturer went out and laced your breakfast cereal with morphine
to get you to buy more, what would you think of that? They do it with sugar instead.”
And “The Telegraph” wrote in 2016: “The average five-year-old consumes the equivalent of their body weight
in sugar in the course of a year ...” And Harvard Economist John Kenneth Galbraith warned as early as 1968:
“More die in the United States of too much food than of too little”.
But it’s not just the overweight who are affected by this development: studies show that more than 40% of
people in the normal weight range suffer from nutrition- related metabolic disorders. Closer examination
of the distribution of body fat shows that even very slim people show clear signs of sometimes chronic
undersupply, predominantly as regards the all-important protein. This affects older people to a particularly
high degree. Measurements taken via bio-electrical impedance analysis frequently reveal unfavorable distribution parameters i.e. a poor ratio of lean mass, fat and water throughout cell tissue. This distribution is
not only important for muscles and subcutaneous tissue, but also for the heart, kidneys, liver and lungs. For
example, a build-up of lean muscle and cell tissue is worth striving for by reducing body fat and the toxic
load, then regular and consistent metabolic regulation and cleansing is just as advisable for both those of
a normal weight and slim people, as a weight-loss diet is for those who are overweight.

“There must be two if life shall succeed
… one consists of proteins, the other of nucleic acid”
Arthur Kornberg, Nobel Laureate 1959

The six fundamental pillars in our protocol – a summary
1. The Ketogenic Diet based on MyAMINO® as special amino acid source according to the human nutritional profile.
2. Bowel cleansing and altering the gut flora: here we offer a special Active B®AVO probiotics yogurt
which contains more than 40 bacterial strains, thus forming the fundament of our core microbiome. In
addition: a special fiber blend for prebiotic support: ColoSTABIL.
3. Detox: buffering, binding and eliminating toxins plus th support of our body´s own detox system (Biotrans-formation I + II): We designed our cleansing series: PektiCLEAN®, ChitoCLEAN®, SulfoCLEAN®.
4. Special support of our immune system with Rerum®, a unique Vitamin-D3-Emulsion, which balances
our immune response, in addition to the support via the gut with Active B®AVO probiotics.
5. Additional nutritional support to increase our body´s strength: minerals, trace elements, essential fatty acids and antioxidants like vitamins or negativ charged hydrogen like New-H® etc..
6. Exercise as the medicine of the future
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The Ketogenic Diet based on MyAMINO®

We need a sufficient basic provision of vital macronutrients – mainly fat and proteins – and vital substances
like micro nutrients. Most people in industrial nations don’t exercise enough and no longer eat appropriately to the dietary habits developed from an evolutionary perspective: high fat, high protein, very low carbohydrates. Switching back to a human-appropriate diet, to our primal blueprint in nutrition, and getting
more exercise must therefore be the first steps to better health. Therefore, we should know a little bit more
about the mission critical role proteins play because switching to our ancestors dietary habits above all
means optimizing protein intake.
The special role of proteins
The term protein is derived from the Greek “proteo” meaning: “I stand in first place.” If you don’t eat enough
high-quality protein, you won’t lose weight in a healthy way. In case of malnutrition, particularly protein
deficiency, the body switches to an ancient survival program as it recognizes this shortage not as the result
of a voluntary hunger or improper diet, but as an expression of an existing “hunger crisis”. From our body’s
perspective, there isn’t enough good food “out there” so it reduces fat metabolism and throttles its “engine” to save energy, so to speak. The result: we feel floppy and tired. Furthermore, our body stores water in
intercellular tissue and increasingly stores fat – kind of stocking up for even worse times. The proportion of
water in overweight people usually makes up to 80% of the excess pounds. It is therefore mainly water that
we store in cases of undernutrition and malnutrition. In the worst case, our body breaks down additional
lean mass: in order to maintain its vital basic functions, it consumes important cell mass that is then no
longer available for regenerative processes – and this includes, in addition to muscle and skin tissue, our
immune system, enzymes, hormones and messengers as well as other cell tissue. Any existing fat distribution disorders are not overcome in this way; they are encouraged. Supporting tissue becomes increasingly
“flabby“, as the important supporting protein collagen is of course affected by the lack of protein. A protein
deficiency also causes loose muscles and skin, weakens the immune system and leads to a drop in our
metabolic activity. These processes are also a reason for the yo-yo effect, since the basal metabolic rate falls
with less lean tissue i.e. energy consumption at rest drops considerably. Less is burned than in people of the
same weight who have a greater proportion of lean tissue.
Although the protein proportion in food is relatively low compared to fats and carbohydrates, protein i.e.
its basic components (the amino acids) is the top priority for the human body – something that is even
hugely underestimated by experts. Our ancestors had a much higher portion of protein in their diet, especially deriving from animal protein. And for good reason! The biologist Dr. Raubenheimer, professor for
Biology at the University of Sydney, has scientifically defined this leading position of protein in the nutrition
of animals as the protein hierarchy. The protein hierarchy can be viewed as Nature’s general biological basic
principle. It applies to all animals and thus to people too.
The marathon runner
Let’s clarify this with an example: at first glance, marathon runners appear to have a relatively high demand for sugar and fat in order to fulfill their energy requirements. However, they consume approx. 40 g
of cellular protein per race and therefore have a huge requirement for additional protein. To compensate
for the loss of lean tissue alone, a marathon runner must consume approx. 1 kg extra fish, meat or poultry.
It contains about 200 g raw protein and thus approx. 130 g of digestible amino acids which produces an
anabolic value of approx. 42 g. And that’s “just” the performance requirement i.e. for direct use during the
race – the maintenance requirement is still to be added. Bodybuilders and children/adolescents, as well as
those recovering after an illness or surgery, also have a huge “hunger” for proteins for the same reasons: for
muscle growth, development, wound healing, regeneration of body substances during rehabilitation or to
strengthen the immune defenses. What is the answer of our body, if we do not obtain these requirements
in high performing athletes? Wasting and premature aging due to the lack of protein and the strong oxidative damage. To recommend low to moderate protein intake in high performing athletes is not very wise, if
you think about the long-term damages.
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The pregnant
The increased protein requirement in pregnant women and breastfeeding mothers is usually also forgotten.
It has long been known in the field of professional animal feeding that heavily-pregnant and lactating mares or bitches have a protein requirement that is at least twice as high as usual. In people, it would see that
clarification is still needed. The same holds true for the protein requirement in all metabolic types and blood
groups. Regardless of metabolic type or blood group, the same is important for all of us: if we eat too little
protein, we still feel hungry even if we eat a lot of fat and carbohydrates, but the hunger will not be satisfied
until the body has been supplied with the amount of protein required.
The Leverage Effect
As a rule, we consume more calories on sugar and carbs than necessary in our modern dietary habits in consequence of this primary “protein hunger”. A vicious circle consisting of protein undersupply and weight gain (as
a result of food that is too high in energy and too low in nutrients, as well as a lack of exercise) leads to fatter
and fatter people. Prof. Dr. Raubenheimer calls this process the Protein Leverage Effect.
There is no doubt that we need more protein than is widely assumed. Others have also recognized this, for
example followers of the Paleo Diet – our primal blueprint in nutrition. All diet programs that are based on
a high-protein concept, and which to date have very rightly emphasized the primary position and essential
significance of proteins for weight loss and a healthy diet, however, involve a problem that is not to be underestimated. A higher supply of dietary protein also leads to a higher strain on the liver and kidneys with nitrogen waste (ammonia, urea, uric acid) and sugar. This is important mainly when low-quality sources of protein
such as soy, dairy milk, casein or whey are used to replace fish, meat or poultry. They provide a relatively low
nutritional protein value, but a comparatively high load of nitrogen waste as I mentioned before. This kind of
additional load caused by nitrogen waste from protein metabolism can lead to not only insignificant health
risks – and not only in people suffering from limited kidney or liver function, but due to the relative high
amount of sugar released, also to children with neurological disorders. In any case, however, it puts a higher
strain on the detoxifying organs as well as increases use of our body’s bicarbonate blood buffering system
through the urea cycle, and consequently places the cardiovascular system under increased strain. So how
can we avoid these problems without falling into a protein deficiency trap.
The Discovery
About thirty years ago, a team of leading scientists in the field of amino acid research made a key discovery
as regards protein metabolism and thereby found the solution for this problem, I mentioned already above:
MyAMINO®. They have discovered a unique formula. This specific human amino acid profile for our species
is a revolution in protein nutrition. The amino acid profile of MyAMINO® consists of the indispensable components for human protein synthesis – the eight essential amino acids. However, it is not just the existence
of the eight essential amino acids in itself that is key to the unique value of this formula, but also the ratio
and specific sequence in which they are found. This balance is what makes MyAMINO® the “master profile”
required for human protein synthesis. Using it, we can avoid the organ strain that comes with excess protein
consumption, whilst also providing the highest protein nutritional value in the world. The protein nutritional
value or Net Amino Acid Value (NAV) of the amino acids being used as precursers for the body protein synthesis aka for cell renewal in MyAMINO® is 99%. This is a unique value worldwide compared to other dietary
proteins.
Due to the high nutritional protein value of 99% NAV, only 1% of its amino acids follows the catabolic pathway, thus producing only 1% waste from the breakdown of nitrogen and 1% glucose from breaking down
the amino acids’ carbon skeleton. That’s 0.04 kcal per 1 g of MyAMINO® in comparison to 2.7 – 3.3 kcal per 1
g of digestible protein, depending on origin. That’s 67–82 times less! When replacing dietary protein with
MyAMINO® as part of a metabolic program, the detoxifying organs (liver, kidneys) can be relieved of virtually
all nitrogen waste from dietary protein. Please be aware that the overall protein turnover to be catabolized
is up to 400g a day (protein intake, break down of proteins due to cell renewal, bacterial load etc.), so with
substituting dietary protein with our formula, we are able to reduce this load to a maximum of about 35-40%.
In addition, this provides an extremely high protein nutritional value with the lowest sugar load.
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Comparison of MyAMINO® to other dietary proteins with respect to NAV* and nitrogen waste

NAV

MW

Fish
Meat
Poultry

NAV

MW

Other Amino
Acid Formula
Egg White

NAV

MW

NAV

MW

Casein
Whey
Milk

NAV

MW

Branched
Chain
Amino Acids

NAV

MW

MyAMINO®

Soy

99%

1%

28-36%
18%

64-72%
82%

17%

83%

16%

84%

<1%

99%

NAV = Net Amino Acid Value
MW

= Metabolic Waste

*Net Amino Acid Value is the aquivalent to protein nutritonal value following the anabolic pathway while metabolic waste
is the part of amino acids which follows the catabolic pathway to be catabolized releasing toxic nitrogen waste and energy.

Comparing Sources of Amino Acids!
We use these unique characteristics of MyAMINO® in a three-fold way in our protocol: thanks to its “master
profile“, it offers (1) the highest protein nutritional value. By relieving the detoxifying organs, it supports (2)
other excretory processes in the body, as may be required in metabolic programs, weight loss diets and cleansing/detox treatments. Reducing the laborious urea cycle in the liver frees up “capacity” for other body
detox processes. And (3) we are able to regulate the blood sugar level as required into a lowlevel direction,
including through the supply of amino acids as virtually no glucose is produced from dietary protein if
substituted with MyAMINO®.
Further advantages: In people who are unable to digest dietary protein properly in the stomach or small
intestine, the undigested protein is pushed into the large intestine where it can lead to an overgrowth of
proteolytic bacteria, thus to putrefaction due to and excess pH level of the bowel followed by the breakdown of amino acids ant the release of ammonia in the gut. At the long run it can lead to a Leaky Gut,
allergies and autoimmune reactions. Unlike dietary proteins, MyAMINO® does not need any peptidases to
be digested. It´s amino acids can be absorbed fully in the small intestine without any further enzymatic
breakdown. When in powdered form, MyAMINO® does not even need the stomach to be absorbed. This
alleviates the entire stomach-bowel tract enormously.
All these unique properties of MyAMINO® are of course huge benefits for our main goal to install a ketogenic diet, especially also for a therapeutic intervention with high ketone levels as applied in the clinical/
medical field under medical supervision. Using this unique amino acid pattern makes a decisive difference.
Metabolic programs and weight loss diets using MyAMINO® can therefore be realized more quickly, with
less burden and therefore more healthily than is the case with the usual diets.
Apparently low-cost sources of protein – made from whey or soy powder, for example – only offer 16–17%
of the amino acids that could be used as precursors by the human body to build new cells. This is the ana13

bolic proportion. However, 83–84% of these amino acids follow the destructive metabolic pathway, meaning that the resulting nitrogen waste has to be broken down and excreted via the liver (ammonia) and the
kidneys (urea). This is called the catabolic value or proportion or the metabolic waste respectively. Some
formulas that do not contain all eight essential amino acids, some produce even more than this. With meat/
fish/poultry, however, between 28% and 36% of amino acids are available as precursors for body protein
synthesis. However, between 64% and 72% of the amino acids must still be disposed of as metabolic waste,
mostly nitrogen but also uric acid.
Because the amino acids’ carbon skeleton still has to be broken down (in addition to the nitrogen), the catabolic proportion also provides a corresponding amount of sugar. This means, for example, that 100 g of digestible protein from fish, meat or poultry produces an average of 272 kcal from sugar via its catabolic proportion,
and even up to 336 kcal from glucose from the same amount of inferior protein sources such as soy, casein or
whey. This is a significant amount of energy released via the gluconeogenesis with regard to a diabetic diet or
diet for the treatment of seizures, for example, as up till now a much lower value has been assumed.
Let’s remember: dairy milk protein provides an anabolic value of ca. 81% protein nutritional value or NAV
for a calf, but just 16% for humans. If on average only roughly 16% of the amino acids derived from such inferior protein sources are constructive i.e. available for body protein synthesis, you would need to eat much
more protein to reach the nutritional value offered by MyAMINO®. Specifically, this means that you would
have to eat 6.25 times the amount of protein sources with a NNU of 16% in order to reach the nutritional
protein value of MyAMINO®. However, this would also mean that 6.25 times the amount of nitrogen waste
and sugar is produced with the 84% catabolic proportion. This is a huge additional burden on the entire
metabolism, not only on the liver and kidneys.
MyAMINO® A more detailed comparison to other protein sources
Protein source

Required
consumption
amount of
dietary protein

NAV*

Anabolic
yield
in g

Nitrogen
waste
in g

Proportion
Load of nitrogen
of glucose
waste from dietary
in kcal
protein in comparison
to MyAMINO®

MyAMINO®

10.0g

> 99%

> 9.9 g

< 0.1g

0.4kcal

Spirulina protein

55.0g

18%

9.9g

45.1g

180.4kcal

451 : 1

Soya protein

58.2g

17%

9.9g

48.3g

193.2kcal

483 : 1

Whey protein

61.9g

16%

9.9g

52.0g

208.0kcal

520 : 1

*A constructive value of 9.9 g is aimed at for body protein synthesis. This means, for example, that 10 g of MyAMINO® with
a 99% Net Amino Acid Value (NAV) or 61.9 g protein from whey with a 16% NNU would have to be eaten. This produces an
anabolic ratio of 6:1 and a ratio of nitrogen waste produced from whey protein compared to MyAMINO of 520 :1!

To sum this long but important protein story up: Using the dr. reinwald metabolic regulation® program,
we are able to reverse the downward spiral caused by the Protein Leverage Effect (determined by Prof.
Raubenheimer) and protein deficiency in a healthy way. We are able to avoid excessive sugar and nitrogen
waste by using innovations in nutritional science that were not available even a few years ago. We provide
a high-protein diet based on MyAMINO®. This offers huge advantages as opposed to other protein sources,
by placing less strain on the body and displaying better protein nutritional values. We also look both at sufficient vital nutrients and exercise, since it is also important in our program: in order to metabolize proteins
optimally, we need vitamins, essential fatty acids, minerals and trace elements, predominantly zinc and the
B-complex vitamins. And of course we schould exercise in order to boost our metabolism and therefore
activate our fat-burning engine.
The eight essential amino acids contained in MyAMINO® are obtained 100% from vegetable sources by
means of fermentation and are therefore also suitable for vegetarians and vegans. For further information,
please refer to our MyAMINO® info sheets.
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2
			
Bowel cleansing and altering the gut flora

Probiotics
The second important pillar in our nutritional concept is the cleansing, regeneration and vitalization of a
central organ: the bowel. Since this organ is normally involved in metabolic disorders and obesity, and also
obviously plays a central role in excreting toxins, we must give this organ our utmost attention, as 70% of
our immune system is regulated by the gastro-intestinal-tract. In addition to MyAMINO®, which has benefits in terms of alleviating the bowel, we also introduce a special, fresh fermented yogurt: MyBIOSA® probiotic yogurt or capsules. It serves as an efficient means to be delivered to the Waldeyer´s lymphatic ring
and via the stomach into the gastro-intestinal-tract. A proper balance of microbiota in the gut can support
healthy immune function and help protect against disorders as diverse as inflammatory bowel disease,
hypercholesterolemia, obesity, periodontal disease, acne, hypertension [Konturek et al 2011], toxic metal
overload [Upreti et al 2004], and even affect central nervous system function and psychological mood [Hawrelak and Meyers 2004; Sekirov et al 2010; Daliri and Lee 2015].
Numerous studies have examined the complex mechanisms by which the beneficial effects of probiotics
occur. Bacteria help create a protective lining on the walls of the intestine by stimulating the production of
mucus and regulating adherence by certain bacteria [Bermudez-Brito et al 2012]. Our fermentive formula
with more than 40 bacterial strains, MyBIOSA® probiotic yogurt or lyophilised in stomach resistant capsules
is rich in immunoglobulins, antibodies, antimicrobial peptides, growth factors and other bioactive molecules So, well known healthy functions of probiotics are:
•
•
•
•

Support of the body´s natural immune response
Support of the body´s response to inflammation
Support of a proper balance of microbiota in the intestinal tract
Helps create a protective lining on the walls of the intestine by stimulating the production of mucus

Literature Probiotics
1. Bermudez-Brito M, Plaza-Diaz, J, Muñoz-Quezada S, Gómez-Llorente C, Gil A. Probiotic Mechanisms of Action. Annals of Nutrition and Metabolism. 2012;61:160-174.
2. Hawrelak JA, Myers SP. The causes of intestinal dysbiosis: a review. Altern Med Rev. 2004 Jun;9(2):180-97.
3. Konturek PC, Brzozowski T, Konturek SJ. Stress and the gut: pathophysiology, clinical consequences, diagnostic approach and treatment options.
J Physiol Pharmacol. 2011 Dec;62(6):591-9.
4. Sekirov I, Russell SL, Antunes CM, and Finlay BB. Gut Microbiota in Health and Disease. Physiol Rev. July 1, 2010 vol. 90 no. 3 859-904.
5. Upreti, RK, Richa S, Chaturvedi UC. Gut microflora & toxic metals: chromium as a model. Indian Journal of Medical Research. 2004, 199. pp. 49-59
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Fibers
Also, important for gut health is bowel-active fiber, bulking agents and mucous substances, as are combined in ColoSTABIL, which encourage the stomach-bowel tract to function. The fiber used in our formula
swells to a great degree and produces a stretch stimulus in the stomach – some bulking agents absorb up
to twenty times their volume in water. The stretch behavior of such bulking agents alone triggers a longer-lasting feeling of fullness.
In a ketogenic diet, we drastically reduce fast-release carbohydrates. This refers to simple sugars and white
flour products but also to noodles, white rice, potato products, etc. Unfortunately, however, denatured,
nutrient-poor food and high-energy carbohydrates dominate our meals. Most of these are real nutrient-robbers, not only putting a strain on the bowel, but also leading to a rapid and relatively high rise in the blood
sugar level and thus a correspondingly high insulin reaction, thus putting enormous stress on our pancreas
gland. In addition: the unconsumed proportion of blood sugar is converted to fat and stored as energy
reserves. Too much sugar makes you fat!
Fast-release sugars also have an unfavorable effect elsewhere. While the bowel becomes over-alkalinized
as a result of poorly digested or undigested protein, large amounts of concentrated carbohydrates such
as white rice and white flour products encourage the bowel to over-acidify (the fast-food effect) due to
excessive fermentation in the gut. Both forms of dysbiosis – putrefaction and fermentation – together with
unfavorable shifts in the pH milieu and consequent unhealthy mix of bacterial flora in the bowel impair
bowel health and immune strength. As a result, they compromise the digestibility of foods or undesired
substances from the environment.
For these reasons, our program prefers to supply energy through foods that have a low glycemic load. This
is the case with many varieties of fruit and vegetable low in starch. Foods with a low glycemic load release
their sugars slowly, therefore leading to a lower increase in the blood sugar level and a correspondingly
low insulin reaction. At the same time, they relieve the strain on our bowel. The lower increase in the blood
sugar level also has the advantage of reducing fat storage in fat cells i.e. it encourages the breakdown of
existing fat cells.
3
			
Detox: buffering, binding and eliminating toxins

The third important pillar in my protocol consists of buffering and excreting toxins stored in the fat cells and
other tissues, including those mobilized during a weight loss diet. Fat cells, glandular tissue and connective tissue are used by our body as a kind of “rubbish dump” in order to protect us from harmful toxins. By
reducing the proportion of water and fat in these cells as part of a diet or by means of increased exercise,
we also release the toxins bound to fats and other tissue by activating the metabolism. This process is very
much desired. If, however, our body is no longer in a good position to conjugate and excrete them – for
example due to a lack of binding substances as a result of a weight loss program – it deposits i.e. lipophilic
toxins in other fatty tissues. The least-desired final stop of such a “shunting station” would of course be the
fatty layers of our brain.
In order to help the body detoxify, we use special nutrients with great binding power. They help to bind
such toxins in complexes and eliminate them from the body. In our metabolic program, we target the different compartments of the body:
(1) We alleviate serum and body cells with micro pectins like in PektiCLEAN® as well as organic sulfur compounds like in SulfoCLEAN® being able to support our body´s detox system via biotransformation I+II, for
example.
(2) We relieve the bowel with binding-active fiber such as in ColoSTABIL
(3) We use special lipophilic substances with a high binding quality for organic toxins in the gut like e.g.
ChitoCLEAN®.
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4
			
Support of our Immune System with Rerum®: a unique Vitamin-D3-Emulsion

Our most potent supplement for the support of the immune systems besides the MyBIOSA® probiotic
yogurt or lyophilised in stomach resistant capsules is Rerum®. It is an emulsion of several natural nutritive
compounds bound to a supramolecular structure in a special manufacturing process. It contains three very
important and within the scientific literature very well-known and recognized immune system supporting
substances. These are:
1. N-Acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) (the molecule that is removed by Nagalase)
2. Vitamin D3.
3. Oleic acid.
The biological properties shown by this supramolecular complex are mainly the overall rebalancing of
the immune system and the stimulation of neuronal regeneration. Nutritional support to strengthen our
immune system with probiotics and vitamin D3 emulsion start to make an important step in adjuvant nutritional therapy: so next generation immune support has started and is integrated as a major part of our
protocol.
5

			 Additional nutritional support to increase our body´s strength:
The fifth important pillar in our concept is to increase the client‘s micro nutrient status with extra servings
of supplements rich in trace elements and minerals as well as in vitamins and other supportive nutrients
like sulfur components, pectins or negatively-charged hydrogen ions. For this reasons we have developed
e.g. VitalBASE® with apple pectin as a base salt mix on a citrate base (which is gentle on the stomach).
Thanks to its added macro pectins it can also help the bowel perform its natural cleansing function. And
of course, we also need essential fatty acids – especially for our brain. We recommend those from animal
sources like fish oil.
And as we must also take into account the increased incidence of free radicals (ROS – Reactive Oxygen
Species and RNS – Reactive Nitrogen Oxygen Species) caused through increased metabolic activation, we
also use nutrients that can provide our body with optimum buffering and support when a higher antioxidant capacity is required. Such nutrients include antioxidants such as Co-Enzyme Q10, Vitamins C and E as
well as the Vitamin B complex. With New-H® we have a one of the most powerful antioxidants that contains
active, negatively-charged hydrogen. It has one of the strongest REDOX potentials measured in the world.
6

			 Exercise as the medicine of the future
A very central feature of every metabolic program is always enough exercise in the fresh air, as well as sport
for stretching, endurance and strength – Thai Chi, Qui Gong or Yoga are excellent methods to follow. This
stimulates our metabolism, meaning that we curb our natural fat-burning engine. Our body recognizes
exercise not as sport, but as an essential part of the hunting and gathering process when there is a food
shortage. Correspondingly it allows us access to the increased burning of our fat reserves. If enough proteins and vital nutrients are available, the pounds tumble off in a healthy way as the fat-burning engine
is running particularly well. It is therefore essential to be active for at least 45 minutes per day, preferably
exercising in a state of intermittent fasting. And who advised this? No less than one of the most famous
doctors in the ancient world: Galen of Pergamon, who was practicing this method of combating obesity as
far back as the mid-2nd century A.D. Nowadays it has been substantiated on a scientific basis and by means
of medical blood analyses measuring ketone levels. This professional “running diet” in a fasting state, which
involves plenty of protein and even more fat, produces lots of sweat and ketones while reducing sugar to
the limit.
By active exercise, we don’t mean the ordinary exercise of daily life such as shopping or climbing the stairs;
we also don´t mean to go for an ultramarathon; we mean specific, targeted exercise that works like an oxidative treatment and kick-starts the circulation and makes you sweat on a regular base. For example, one
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of our therapists practices Bikram Yoga which is a 90 minute set sequence of 26 postures in a heated room.
Designed for the beginning student, the class is based on science and serves as a prescription for many
ailments. This form of yoga combines excessive sweating in a heated room with exercise to boost our metabolism. In his seminal book about the history of sweat bathing, finish author Mikkel Aalang (1978) wrote
about the old tradition and the phenomenon and function of sweating practiced in many cultures all over
the world: The Finish Sauna, the Islamic Hammam, the Russian Bania, the Japanes Mushi-Buro, the Mexican
Temescal as well as the American Indian and Eskimo Sweat Lodge. He states, that a 15-minute sauna session is capable of eliminating the same amount of toxic waste – such as urea coming from ammonia detox
or uric acid – as the kidneys would normally take 24 hours to perform. A whole day of detox in 15 minutes.
Now sweat therapy by itself is already an excellent part of a detoxification program. Imagine how this
works combined with physical activity like yoga. Ancient greek physician Hippocrates said as early as in 5th
Century B.C: “Give me chance to create sweat, and I will cure disease”. By the way: excessive sweating without
exercising – especially on our hands, feet and under the armpits – can also be connected to a parasitic
overload. In this case: ask your doctor to check the gut!
In our case, “intermittent fasting” simply means that no sugar should be consumed 3-4 hours before exercising so that you can burn fat faster. We therefore stimulate our fat-burning engine with a lower blood sugar
level. Ideally, this takes place in the form of a morning run as this adds the advantages of the overnight
fast as recommend by Galen of Pergamon 2 millennia ago. By “overnight fast” we mean the relatively sharp
drop in the blood sugar level while we are asleep and the resulting sugar supply of our body via gluconeogenesis. We recommend consuming 5 to 10 tablets of MyAMINO® at least 30 minutes before exercising,
along with drinking a glass of water with minerals. Both provide virtually no sugar, but support the building
of tissue and buffering against lactic acid. And above all: always drink enough if you feel thirsty! Preferably
energy-rich, non-carbonated water, since almost all metabolic processes require water as a medium.
CAVE: Couch Potatoes beware!
Exercise of course primarily helps us to increase the desired burning of fat. At the same time, however,
it also stimulates lymph flow and thus improves the body’s own detox function while mobilizing toxins.
Exercise also contributes to activating the circulatory system. It improves respiration and thus oxygen absorption in the blood. The respiratory musculature is connected with the bowel musculature, meaning that
peristalsis is also stimulated by exercise and breathing, which in turn improves elimination of toxins via the
stool. Elimination via the skin is stimulated by sweat formation caused by physical exertion. The Ancient
Chinese, incidentally, knew all about this crucial functional cycle: lungs-colon-skin.
Don’t forget that exercise is also vital for bone and joint nutrition. Bone tissue and joint cartilage are not
directly linked to the blood vessels, but are nourished through the diffusion of nutrients created by movement. Exercise also provides strong stimuli for building and strengthening muscles and other tissues, for
relaxation, a happy mood, and so on ….
So off you go! Get your bottoms off the couch and out into the fresh air … go for a “fasting run”!
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The Reinwald Protocol offers guidelines for different nutritional requirements
Our metabolic program not only takes into account the fundamental principles of nutrition and physiology as well as basic biological principles, but also various life situations and stages: childhood/adolescents,
adulthood/old age and maintenance, pregnancy and breastfeeding, work and stress, performance and
competition. The dr. reinwald metabolic regulation® program offers nutritional/physiological solutions that
will help you optimize your diet in all important life situations:
•

Treatment program with or without weight loss i.e. also as a constructive treatment for weight gain in
emaciated people or those otherwise suffering from toxic load.

•

Basic program for vegetarians and vegans

•

Basic program for seniors: build-up, maintenance, vitality

•

Performance program for amateur and competitive sport

•

Special diet in pregnancy and breastfeeding

•

People exposed to particular work burdens and stressful situations

•

People who need to keep an eye on their blood sugar level to a particular extent

•

Nutrition as an everyday and preventative contribution to health

The extended medical program of the protocol as an adjuvant nutritional therapy can be used under guidance from a doctor or alternative practitioner to accompany conventional treatments, for example to
regulate a derailed metabolism and overcome symptoms resulting from undernutrition and malnutrition
(such as occurs in chronic illnesses). Please ask your doctor or alternative practitioner who has some experience with our ketogenic diet program based on MyAMINO®.
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Nutritional ketosis, therapeutic ketosis, ketoacidosis: some numbers to avoid confusion
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Ketoacidosis

Nutritional Ketosis

Therapeutic Ketosis

Diabetes Type 1
Alcoholics

Everybody being on a KD
or prolonged exercise without
carb loading

Everybody being on a strong KD,
prolonged fasting and/or
prolonged endurance exercise

Hyperketonemia
Abnormal ketone levels
10–25 mM

Normal ketone levels
0.5–3 mM

Therapeutic ketone levels
3–8 mM (still healthy)

Hyperglycemia
Abnormal high glucose levels
250–300 dg/ml and higher

Normal glucose levels
3.5–3.8 mM

Glucose levels under normal
glycemic levels, if needed like e.g.
in cancer (between 1–3 mM
without neurological disorders)

Hypoinsulinemia
Very low or even no insulin
production like in T1D

Normal insulin levels
5–7 IU

Normal insulin levels
5–7 IU

As you can see in the table, the crucial difference in ketoacidosis is not only the mere height of the ketone
levels, but also the extremely high glucose level and the lack of regulating insulin (and therefore glucagon)
in the blood of a T1D patient. It is therefore a deranged sugar metabolism that pulls the fat metabolism into
the abyss and not the other way round. The complete opposite is the case in a normal person on a ketogenic diet: all three levels – glucose, ketones and insulin (and thus glucagon) – are in a normal range with
nutritional ketosis. Only during therapeutic use of ketosis, and, if we wish to lower the normoglycemic level
for treatment reasons (e.g. in neurological disorders or some types of cancer), the body normally holds it,
there is a lower blood glucose level than normal – without neurological disorders due to ketosis) – but not
a higher ketone level than in fasting.

Ketoadaption: our body´s switch to use ketones
Our brain is particularly hungry for energy. Although constituting only 2% of our body weight, it consumes
more than 20% of our body’s total energy. It also reacts particularly sensitively to energy and oxygen deficiency. An excessively drastic curbing of the energy supply normally coming from sugars and carbs during a
ketogenic diet can therefore trigger slight dizziness, headaches, dry mouth, sweating or even nausea due to
the competition between the tissues about using the fuel. And the brain is the dominant player in this game.
These are well known problems called ketoadaption, a state, were ketosis is installed due to the low carb diet
and increase in fat burning. It’s due to the sugar addiction, the adult body is no longer being able to produce
the enzymes required to break down ketone bodies like a baby can do – if its mother doesn’t follow the doctor’s misguided recommendation of early weaning and milk formula. Thanks to a permanent overfeeding
with carbs and sugars, we are highly degenerated. Couch potatoes who haven’t exercised for years get sore
muscles once they start moving again. What happens in our metabolically crippled brains isn’t any different.
After decades of running on sugar only, it’s hard for our brains as well as the other tissues to switch between the different types of fuels, although they’re originally designed to do so. But due to the lack of
ketone catabolizing enzymes, the ketone bodies cannot be used by the tissues. This process is transitory
but has to be taken into consideration when following a ketogenic diet. The ability to quickly switch from
one fuel to another represents good health, especially brain health. This was shown brilliantly by Dr. Colin
Champ, author of the book “Misguided Medicine” on the 3rd World Congress on Ketogenic Diet and Cancer
in Fulda, Germany 2015. He measured his blood sugar and ketone levels over a longer period of time and
showed to be ketoatapted: His body was able to easily switch between glucose and ketones as well as protein derived energy via gluconeogenesis, means the three main fuels and their derivatives. And here we are
again where we started from … the metabolic pathways of digesting food and its power for reproduction,
survival and regeneration, if the right fuel is provided.
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Part III: The Diet Plan
INTENSE (phase 1): complete substitution of dietary protein with MyAMINO®
Preliminary note:
Every weight management or metabolic regulation program, and especially a ketogenic diat with excellerated burning of fat mobilizes toxins stored in our fat tissue while breaking down fat cells. In order to
maximum support our detoxifying organs like liver, kidneys and lymph, we recommend supplements for
a better binding and excretion of these toxins generated during such a program as well as to support our
bodies general ability to detox with the needed substrates like sulfur compounds etc.:
•		 Mandatory: reduce stress – our detox system doesn’t work properly if stressed
		 (QiGong, Yoga, neurophone, micro current etc.)
•		 Mandatory: to support detox add PektiCLEAN®, SulfoCLEAN® and ChitoCLEAN®
•		 Mandatory: Acid-Base-Balance/Antioxidants with VitalBASE® and New-H® (2–3 x day)
•		 Mandatory: to support colon cleansing add ColoSTABIL® (morning/evening)
•		 Optional: initial colon cleansing protocol use high dosage ColoSTABIL® + New-H® night with magnesium
		 alternative: Epsom salt/magnesium sulfat (watch cramps with the salt)

Breakfast

Lunch
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• Mandatory:

3–5 tablets MyAMINO®

• Mandatory:

1 teaspoon coconut or palm oil with 125 g MyBIOSA®
probiotic yogurt or 1 capsule MyBIOSA® PLUS (high fat,
enriched with 20 g berries or low glycemic load fruits ac
cording to the list)

• Mandatory:
		

300 ml water, 2 teaspoon ColoSTABIL +
1–1.5 teaspoon VitalBASE®

• Mandatory:

1 x 2 New-H® day (antioxidants)

• Mandatory:
		

1 x 2 SulfoCLEAN® (support for glutathione-detoxmetabolism)

• Mandatory:
		

2 h after breakfast 1 x 3 ChitoCLEAN®
(binding of lipophilic and hydrophilic toxins in the colon)

• Optional:

tea, black coffee, espresso

• Optional:
		

vegetable or meat broth or stock with butter, low carc
smoothies, miso soup with butter or ghee

• Mandatory:

8–10 tablets MyAMINO®

• Mandatory:

1 teaspoon Coconut or Palm Oil

• Mandatory:
		
		

200–300 g fresh veggies oder salad mit lemon/vinegar
& oil (please follow the attached list according to the
glycemic load)

• Mandatory:

300 ml water + 1–1.5 teaspoon VitalBASE®

• Mandatory:

1 x 2 New-H® day + 1 x 2 SulfoCLEAN®

• Mandatory:

2 h after lunch 1 x 3 ChitoCLEAN®

• Optional:
		

vegetable or meat broth or stock with butter, low carb
smoothies, miso soup with butter or ghee

dr.reinwald metabolic regulation®
Dinner

• Mandatory:

8–10 tablets MyAMINO®

• Mandatory:

1 teaspoon Coconut or Palm Oil

• Mandatory:
		

200–300g fresh veggies or salad with lemon/vinegar
& oil (see list)

• Mandatory:
		

300 ml water, 2 teaspoon ColoSTABIL + 1-1.5 teaspoon
VitalBASE®

• Mandatory:

1 x 2 New-H® night + 1 x 2 SulfoCLEAN®

• Optional:
		

vegetable or meat broth or stock with butter, low carb
smoothies, miso soup with butter or ghee

• Mandatory:
		

2 h after dinner or before sleep1g PektiCLEAN® dissolved
in hot water (10 days cleansing for, smokers and people
with higher toxic load please use for 20 days or longer)

In-between meal
If you’re hungry, please take 3–5 MyAMINO® and drink a lot of water. Don’t eat fruit, carbs or sugar
outside of the main meals. Long pauses in-between the meals are important in order to allow the
pancreas to recover as well as to boost fat metabolism due to low insulin levels which lead to increased ketone levels in the blood. We need low blood sugar levels and low insulin levels in order to get
into ketosis.
Please notice:
Not fat makes you fat, but carbs (sugars) and even worse, carbs together with fat like we find in cakes,
donuts, fatty croissants or chips and crackers. If you don’t have an intolerance against histamine you
can also eat nuts: <30g.
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REGULATE (phase 2): partly replacement of dietary protein with MyAMINO®
Phase 2: REGULATE (regulatory phase)
In contrary to INTENSE where no dietary protein is allowed and is totally substituted with MyAMINO®, in
REGULATE we add fish, meat or poultry and replace the MyAMINO® portion with dietary protein in one of
the main meals. Best if we do this for lunch, so we can relieve our detox organs liver and kidneys during the
night from additional load from cell toxic metabolic waste as well as from glucose coming from the degration of dietary protein. This means we eat only vegetable, salad and 8–10 MyAMINO® during the evening
meals, while for lunch we can eat fish, meat or poultry.
Our main goal is to keep ketosis high (fat metabolism). In order to do so we need to keep our blood sugar
and insulin level low. This means: we have to
(1)		 exercise more
(2)		 decrease carbs and sugars
(3)		 increase protein, especially with MyAMINO® in order to avoid additional metabolic waste and glucose
For better navigation we follow a food guide which helps us to choose low carb veggies and fruits with an
additional characteristic: a low glycemic load. With MyAMINO® we’re always on the right site because it almost doesn’t deliver any toxic metabolic waste or glucose. This is not the case with nutritional protein. Even
good animal protein still can deliver up to 72 % of nitrogen catabolites while plant protein can provide
even up to 90 %. For details see the table: comparison of MyAMINO® to other dietary protein with respect
to NAV and metabolic waste.

Annotations
The vegetables and fruits most appropriate for our metabolic regulation program are listed in the table on
the following pages. Fruits not listed below should only be chosen according to the amount of glycemic
load and within the general low carb regime which can differ according to your overall aims. For more
details about glycemic load look in the internet. The carbohydrate amount should be between 30 g and
100 g/day depending on your general purposes and metabolic type.
The generation of energy in a ketogenic diet is predominantly provided via fat metabolism, means fatty
acids and ketones. Our main target is to recover our bodies ability for ketolysis (efficient breakdown of
ketones for energy use) – as well as in the muscle tissue as in the brain. Thus we have to carefully look after
compensatory sources for energy which can replace carbs as a fuel. Best choice are MCT oils – Middle Chain
Triglycerides – listed also in the table below.
Depending on your purposes the intake of the amount of fats can vary whether you’re interests are in
weight management: weight loss or increasing weight for cachectic persons (lean body mass); regulation
of blood sugar and insulin resistance in diabetics; purification or detox or even patients with Alzheimer
Diseases. In weight loss programs as well as in some cancer diets, caloric intake also should be restricted,
besides going for a ketogenic diet. Overweight or obese people should also reduce their consumption of
coconut oil, palm oil and butter or ghee, of course. In these cases we want to reduce our fat tissue for burning energy. However, the overall benefit of MCT’s and their special nutritional value as a “superfuel” for the
brain has to be taken into consideration as well as long-chained polyunsaturated fatty acids from animal
source like DHA and EPA as building blocks for the membranes of the CNS. So don’t skip fats to zero on a
weight loss program.
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Allergic persons should ask for a laboratory diagnosis of their allergies. For food allergies permanently cause silent inflammation in our body so they should be excluded. Ask your therapist for more details.
Cachectic persons – due to cancer, AIDS, anorexia, wasting, CFS or due to other illnesses – don’t exercise
but slow walking, light Yoga or QiGong and they should increase the fat intake (coconut & palm oil, butter
& ghee) as well as the protein intake, the latter most effective with MyAMINO® for it comes along without
extra burden for the digestive system as well as the detoxifying organs. Be aware that in emaciated people
– especially the sedentary type – the body mass composition of the inner organs and tissues is awkward.
They look slim but in reality they are fat (organs). For more details see our brochure about proteins in the
aging process. For tumor patients diet specials please ask for further details.
For persons with Alzheimer Disease (AD) or dementia we highly recommend to increase the amount of
MCT’s, especially those with the highest content like coconut (>60 %) and palmoil (>50 %). These persons
should take up to 8 tablespoons a day and try to reach a therapeutical ketosis as well (>2,5 mmol). Best
is to alternate the fats for in palm oil you also find highly valuable tocotrionoles (vitamin E). For longterm
transition to ketogenic diet look after some cook books … there are plenty around but watch the basis: also
dietary proteins deliver glucose.
For more information on the issue, have a look at our homepage or ask for special product information –
our staff will help you, they all speak english: www.dr.reinwald.com. To measure your blood sugar and ketone level: best is to purchase a device either FreeStylePrecisionNeo from Abott Diagnostics or Stada Gluco
care from Stadavita Diabetic Systems.
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Tables of low carb vegetables and fruits
Low Carb Vegetables (less than 6 g/cup)
Algae (nori, kombu, wakame)

Daikon Redish

Salads – all types

Artichoke

Eggplant

Sauerkraut

Avocado

Endive

Savoy Cabbage

Asparagus

Fennel

Scallions

Bamboo Shoots

Green Beans

Sheet Rope

Bean Sprouts

Gherkin (pickled*)

Sprouts (alfalfa, clover, radish)

Beet Greens

Herbs & Spices

Sorrel

Bok Choy

Jicama (Mex. Yam)

Spinach

Broccoli

Kale

Snow Peas

Brussel Sprouts

Mushrooms

Summer Squash

Cabbage (Chinese, Green etc.)

Napa Cabbage

Taro leaves

Cauliflower

Okra

Tomatoes*

Celery

Olives

Turnips

Celery Root/Cerliac

Kohlrabi

Water Chestnuts

Chard

Peppers (hot & sweet)

Watercress

Chives

Radish

Wax Beens

Collard Greens

Rhubarb

Zucchini

Cucumber

Rocket

* not for patients with a histamine intolerance
Medium Carb Vegetables (between 7- 14 g/cup)*
Beets

Carrots

Leeks

Onion

Parsnip

Pumpkin

Rutabaga
* additional vegetables see table with glycemic load
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Low Carb Fruits*
Blackberries

Boysenberries

Cowberries

Damson Plum

Gooseberries

Grapefruit

Red current

Raspberries

Huckleberries

Lemons

Lime

* additional vegetables see table with glycemic load
Nuts
Almond

Black Walnut

Brazil Nuts

Coconut

English Walnuts

Hazelnuts

Macadamia

Pecan
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Table of fats and oils
Preferred Fats & Oils
Avocado Oil

MCT-Oil*

Butter*

Olive Oil Extra Virgine
(cold-pressed)

Ghee*

Palm Kernel Oil*

Coconut Oil*

Palm Oil, Palm Fruit Oil*

Macadamia Nut oil

Red Palm Oil*

Linseed Oil (limited see below)

Animal Fat
(lard, tallow, meat drippings)

* The marked oils contain high amounts on MCTs, so they can boost the production of ketones in a low carb diet.
MCT oil is an oil solely based on middle-chained triglycerides so it only serves for energy purposes. The other
marked oils also contain high amounts of MCTs but have additional nutrional value due to the vitamines and
other nutrients they include. Coconut oil has about 63 %, Palm oil about 53 % and butter/ghee about 17 % of
MCTs. The breast milk of mammals contains MCTs as well together with sugars producing a low insulin reaction
(Galactose). A high keton level is of great importance for the development of the brain of the suckling baby.
Non-Preferred Fats & Oils
Cottonseed Oil*

Rapseed Oil

Safflower Oil*

Soybean Oil*

Peanut Oil

Sunflower Oil*

Pumpkin Seed Oil

Walnut Oil

Corn Oil*

* Vegetable oils marked with * we recommend to avoid for they offer a bad omega-3-to-omega-6-ratio. Some others
do have a better ratio like the linseed or the rapseed oil. However, these oils have the disadvantage all long chained
polyunsaturated fats have. They either a) oxidize easily or b) there omega-3 fatty acids cannot be biosynthesized
in a proper way by our body. Humans are not able to synthezise more than 5 % out of plant sourced omega-3FA into the longer chained FA our brain needs, mainly eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid
(DHA).
Bad fats
Margarin
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Hydrogenated Vegetable Oils

Shortening

Evaluation of exercise: required daily physical activity

Physical Activity*

Minimum Time

Walking

1 hour

Jogging

½ hour

Cycling (fixed or mobile)

1 hour

Skipping the rope

½ hour

Skating

1 hour

Soccer

1 hour

Swimming

1 hour

Going up and down stairs

½ hour

Volleyball

½ hour

Tennis

½ hour

Aerobics

1 hour

Sitting down and standing up

½ hour twice a day

* If you have severe disease like CFS, cancer or another wasting disease, please don´t exercise but very slowly and
rather do QiGong or any other regenerative form of exercise
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Products for Intense (phase 1) and Regulate (phase 2)

MyAMINO®
MyAMINO® is a protein formula created according to the specific human amino acid
pattern. It has the highest Net Amino Acid Value (NAV) in the world and therefore
puts the lowest amount of strain on the excretory organs.
MyAMINO® is a revolution in protein nutrition.

New-H®
New-H® day in the morning and during the day – with stimulating potassium
New-H® night in the evening and at night – with calming magnesium (can be used
also during the day, especially for highly stressed persons).
Active, negatively charged Hydrogen (H-minus) is the world‘s strongest antioxidant
and has the highest redox potential (ORP). Its microclusters are stabilized in a mineral complex.
For cell protection against free radicals and for more cell energy.

PektiCLEAN®
Cell-active micro pectin is extremely small and can take effect not only in the gut but
also in serum and in the body’s cells. It has a special ability to bind toxins and heavy
metals.
To loosen, bind and eliminate in cells and serum.

SulfoCLEAN®
Vitamin B complex with methylcobalamin (B12) and natural sulphur-containing substances (MSM plus wild garlic) as proper sources for organic sulphur.
In particular, the combined benefits of Vitamin B12, Vitamin B6 and folic acid in its
active (methylized) form contribute to a normal homocysteine metabolism. Breaking down homocysteine properly protects the blood vessels and cardiovascular
system, and supports glutathione protein synthesis in the body.
For a inner cleansing.
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You can obtain all products at the dr.reinwald web shop: www.drreinwald.com

ChitoCLEAN®
Bowel-active Chitosan dietary fibre is characterized by its special ability to bind water-soluble and fat-soluble toxins and other undesired substances in the bowel. At
the same time, ChitoCLEAN® can also bind fat in the bowel and thus reduce the absorption of fat from food, so take it in between the meals.
To bind, cleanse, purify in the gut and provide dietary support.

ColoSTABIL
A combination of bowel-active dietary fibre, seeds and Hildegard’s herbs for the stomach-bowel system and the excretory organs.
To cleanse, regenerate and vitalize the large and the small intestine.

VitalBASE®
Mineral and trace element powder with a synergetic recipe: gastric juice-neutral alkali
minerals, spectrum of trace minerals and bowel-cleansing sources of dietary fibre.
To maintain a healthy acid-base balance, as a supplement and to balance out excess
acidification.

MyBIOSA® probiotic yogurt or MyBIOSA® PLUS caps
Powder mixture with colostrum and active bacteria cultures for preparation of
MyBIOSA® probiotic yogurt or 1 capsule MyBIOSA® PLUS Intestinal nutrition containing more than 40 bacterial strains and natural immune stimulatory antibodies
from colostrum.
To restore a natural microbiome and support the immune system.

Rerum®
A unique Vitamin-D3-Emulsion and our most potent supplement for the support of
the immune system besides the MyBIOSA® probiotic yogurt or 1 capsule MyBIOSA®
PLUS. Rerum® is an emulsion of several natural nutritive compounds bound to a supramolecular structure in a special manufacturing process.
To support and rebalance the immune system and to stimulate neuronal regeneration.
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